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With regard to ENC and open source Puppet. Which would you recommend? 
I like foreman a lot. The ENC part of it is alright, but even if you are not using that you still get the reporting 
functionality and kickstart provisioning. There is not much I am missing from foreman and it seems to be the most 
popular ENC out there. 
 
Seems it is yet another general presentation about puppet? 
Yes, it is mostly an introduction to puppet. We talk a little bit about how to install this on Linux and Solaris and a bit 
about the Solaris specific resources but this session is not going too deep into these things. Sorry if that is what you 
were expecting. 

 
Anyone know anything about using puppet on provisioning install stage of the Linux and Solaris like generating 
and maintaining on install server kickstart profiles (on Linux) or install manifests/profile (on Solaris)? 
HI for an intro to Puppet and using it with Solaris check here: http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/servers-
storage-admin/howto-automate-config-datacenter-2212734.html 
 
Provisioning Linuxes and Solarises is done on install server .. not on the managed hosts so looks like typical 
approach to use puppet is orthogonal to what is needed on provision? 
You are right but this is very well possible. You can use virtual resources in puppet. Those allow you to realize a 
resource on another node than the one you are managing. People use this for example to add configs for services to 
a nagios server. The same procedure can be used to put a kickstart or jumpstart config file on your provisioning 
host. 
 
Sorry but this link to how to-automate-config-data-center. It is only about all operations which needs to be done 
to install puppet agent and to start spreading setup after OS is provisioned and installed? 
Yes, that is how to get started. This link here talks about exported resources and has an example for putting nagios 
config files on another server than the managed host: 
https://docs.puppetlabs.com/puppet/latest/reference/lang_exported.html 
 
I would be glad to see some Puppet examples allowing to setup network interfaces aggregations. 
On Linux I prefer to just roll out the icfg-ethN files via puppet and let the networking service take care of that. 
 
I'm not looking for information how to install and setup exact software but hot to provision base OS install 
profiles to use them on generate on Solaris install profiles and manifests and on Linux kickstart profiles. 
Puppet is not designed to base install OS images, it works on top of that layer, you might want to check out our 
Automated Installer feature to achieve that part: http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/servers-storage-
admin/howto-autoinstall-s11dot1-1866427.html 
 
Does Oracle plan to release some puppet templates to implement oracle product configurations or pre-req's? 
This is something we are looking at but no firm plans at this time. 



 
 
 
What is Oracle cloud? 
You can see more information regarding Oracle Cloud here: https://cloud.oracle.com/home 
 
I believed it was impossible to have corrupt block on ZFS? Because of the copy on write. 
Software corruption is just about impossible. The fixes are very robust in this system. All of that said, it's still good 
to run scrubs occasionally to make sure. The point is: There's a way above typical ability in this filesystem to limit 
data corruption. Nice to have when you're consolidating. 
 
Does the ZFS Storage encryption work with all existing drives? 
Yes, the ZFS Storage Encryption works with all your normal HDD and SSD drives (it does not require specialized SED - 
Self Encryption Drives, like other storage encryption solutions). It's capacity independent so you can scale up to your 
full storage capacity. Local key manager is included at no additional cost. 
 
If these many layers of security to be checked, doesn’t confusion arise? 
You need to control access and user/admin permission for device security. You also need to protect data-at-rest 
with encryption. So no, this is all part of a strong security process to prevent unauthorized access and data 
breaches. These layers are designed for robust data security typical on your storage device, such as the ZFS. 
 
 
 


